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Spring Forward!

Winter’s End in Sight

A
lthough we have had a fairly
mild winter, the last few weeks
have been quite cold and wet.

So far, we have had over an inch and a
half of precipitation this year here at the
office and are expected to receive more
rain on Wednesday, March 4th. Sunday,
March 8 we will be setting our clocks
forward an hour and begin to enjoy more
daylight in the evening time, and March
20th will mark the first day of spring. I am
sure that I am not alone in my feelings of
good riddance to winter and my
welcoming of the sunny springtime. 

Water Levels

L
ast week I was out getting the
monthly water levels and was
pleased with what I measured.

Many wells water levels are continuing to
rise to higher levels than they have been
in years. Many wells remain fairly stable
all year round and from the measurements
taken in February those wells have 
maintained their stability. There were a
few of course have gone down slightly
but nothing considerable as we have been
receiving precipitation and heavy

irrigating has not yet restarted after the
cotton harvest.

Historical Rainfall

T
his last month in February, I
spent some time putting together
8 years of rainfall data. The data

is from our loyal rain gauge participants
throughout Tom Green, Concho, and
Runnels county who have taken detailed
rainfall data for many years. We also have
forty one rain stations strategically
installed throughout the district that
monitor daily precipitation. I put all of this
data together in order to produce yearly
averages for each county, county highs
and lows, and to also make rainfall
contour maps. The 8 year average for all
three counties is roughly 22 inches of rain
annually. 2014 surprisingly was very close
to the historic average at 20-21 inches
being that we had almost zero
precipitation until late May .The historical
rainfall sheet is located under the rainfall
tab on the home page of the water district
website but here it is following on page 2
for quick reference. 
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